io single elements, transformed into the Gothic Minuscule (ill. 38-40). The books and
documents of the Middle Ages (111.36-46) are manifestations of an art of penman-
ship scarcely rivalled by the artistically most perfect works of later calligraphers.
Gutenberg's invention entailed the end of this art and also the beginning of a
new era for the development of writing. The inventor of movable types cut his
letters according to the best models of his day and it was only natural that the
earliest printed pages had the appearance of manuscripts (ill. 45).
Meanwhile, however, in Italy the Carolingian Minuscule had been awakened to
new life. The types cut from this model vary little from modern Roman type.
More and more the processes of bookprinting and of engraving determined letter
forms. That the art of writing declined is above all the fault of those seductive en-
graved copy-books, which abetted the mistaken ideal of writing 'copperplate'
(ill- 55? 563 61). In Gutenberg's days it was still the highest aim to print clike writ-
ing'. Now people had fallen so low that they wanted to write 'like engraving3. The
eighteenth century fondness for the engraving led at last also to the deterioration
of printing types. Anything that might still recall the written prototype was sacri-
ficed to a chilly, rationalistic, exaggeratedly simplified form (ill. 59), the sterility
of which can perhaps only be fully recognized at the present day.
The extremely low level of penmanship and book-production called certain men
into the field towards the end of the last century, amongst them William Morris
(ill.65) and Edward Johnston, who set up the ideals of craftsmanship anew and
started a fresh development. Many others have since followed them.
There is now no longer any lack of good printing types, but there is of intelligent
people to utilise them. The valuable founts of our day, however, reflect only the
skill of a few masters of the craft, not the general level of writing and lettering. This
reveals itself most distressingly in the abominable informal writing of the present
day and in the generally wretched lettering of shop signs, street-names, and tram-
car notices—by no means unimportant problems, to which all too little attention
has been paid in recent years.
A selection of better forms for the innumerable applications of lettering, guided
only by 'good taste', will hardly be of much permanent use, however valuable it
may appear at first sight. Draughtsmen and painters must learn to use sound tools
in the right way. Every kind of beautiful writing is the outcome of a simple tech-
nique in which the means are suited to the end. To-day lettering is even 'drawn'
or 'constructed', because people cannot write it; the sign-writer himself'draws' the
outline of his letters with a pointed brush, then filling it out with a thicker one,
because he neither possesses form-creating tools, that is to say properly cut brushes,
nor would know how to use them, if he had them.
A genuine culture in writing would extend its influence even to its humbler

